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Introduction

Try as I may, I ll never be able to recreate my wife s secret sauce. It turns even the plainest 

dish into a masterpiece. It s a science  a tried and tested formula that too  her years 

to master  and time well spent, if you as  me

The great thing about formulas is that they provide us with a starting point  a list of 

the things we need to consider in order to produce an intended outcome. This very same 

thin ing also applies to Target Operating Model (TOM) design.

ith the  ational overnment rocurement wards recently recognising our wor  in this 

area, I felt it was time to share some of the now how that we have accumulated over the 

past decade. Throughout the following article, I will attempt to layout the ‘secret 

sa ce’ formula that I use to help our clients visualise, design, build and implement their 

own ne t generation TOM s.

To start there is value in briefly unpac ing a premise that runs through the spine 

of this thought piece  

If the purpose of a TOM is to enable an organisation to travel from the current state to an 

envisaged future state, and as effectively, efficiently and smoothly as possible  then it ma es 

sense that the TOM should be ‘ ilt to e sed’. 

In other words producing a TOM that is fit for

purpose, accessible, user friendly and  universally 

understood by everyone. Otherwise, what s the 

point  

The e t eneration TOM  approach described in 

this article touches on the ingredients re uired to 

produce a TOM that is truly capable of connecting 

corporate vision and strategy to the daily running 

of the business  and whilst people and teams 

navigate ma or change.  critical component of 

the following approach involves the introduction 

of ‘meanin ’. The ad acent image illustrates this 

(see ig. ).
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Meaning transcends data, information and content. It leads to the ind of clarity and 

understanding that engages, empowers and energises the wor  population behind 

the transformation. hared meaning in this conte t of TOM design ensures that everyone 

from the e ecutive board to the front line clearly understands where they are heading towards 

and why.

or brevity I will focus on four of the design principles that generate meaning for people 

and teams in the conte t of TOM e ecution

1. Organisations need to now where  they want to get to before they set off on the

ourney

. The TOM should model the organisations  future state from an outcome based perspective

so that everyone can clearly understand what success loo s and feels li e

. The TOM should model the organisations  purpose, nature and maturity in a multi

dimensional way so that people and teams are able to design, plan, build and implement

the new direction and way  and

. The TOM should represent a singular shared model of the organisations  future state, and

in a way that is universally understood.

Two terms that are often used interchangeably, but have slightly different definitions. oth are 

framewor s with similar characteristics and both comprise an intrinsic part of a business 

strategy. To shed some light in this area I have listed two wor ing definitions that I use

•  is a comple  design of how an organisation creates, delivers and

captures value, through defining and promoting a brand, producing and distributing its

products and building or attracting a mar et.

• is a high level design of an organisation operating model  the

structure and style that enables it to meet its business ob ectives.

perience tells us that an effective TOM should incorporate both business and operating 

model characteristics (see ig.  overleaf).
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ut simply, a TOM is a description of the desired state of the operations of a business. It is the 

operational manifestation of its corporate vision and strategy  what it wants to do, how 

it wants to do it, where, when, who with and who to. It is a high level representation of how 

a company can be optimally organised to more effectively and efficiently e ecute 

the organisations strategic intent. It provides a practical mechanism for people to visualise 

the organisation from multiple perspectives (or dimensions), incorporating a shared 

understanding of how the organisation does business now and in the future, including 

reflecting how the people will need to operate in the real world.

very single significant element of business activity is represented  spanning people, 

structure, processes, systems, technology, information, data, customer segments, channels, 

products, services and physical location. The TOM includes information specific for roadmap 

development, specifying what the organisation needs to do to move from the as is  to the to 

be . Moreover, it provides an understanding of organisation maturity over time  a ey 

component for roadmap production.

 central principle of cybernetics states that in order to control a system you first have to 

accurately model how it wor s. ecause organisations are comple  interconnected systems,
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this principle applies to TOM design as well. If a TOM should incorporate how the organisation 

does business now and in the future, as well as accurately reflect how the people operate in 

the real world, a whole system approach to TOM design should be pursued.

ecause multiple teams will be 

referring to the TOM to guide design 

decisions, the TOM needs to be simple 

in the construct (as much as 

possible)  this, therefore, means the 

TOM model should ideally be an 

overarching or generic transformation 

asset.  comple  and overly 

detailed TOM will be unwieldy 

hindering clear thin ing and 

effective decision ma ing.

or an organisation to function, many hundreds of design decisions need to be made. These 

decisions, the detailed TOM decisions, are better made if there is a high level overarching 

visual TOM available to guide and align people and teams behind the new direction.

There are three main ob ectives of developing a TOM and pursuing its cost effective and 

successful realisation

1. To transform an organisation s current operating state i.e. how it wor s now, that

is described by its current state operating model  to a future operating state, as

described by its target state operating model.

. To develop an organisation s change capability so that it can react and adapt to

change effectively and efficiently, without detriment to customers, uality of

service, profitability, security and competitiveness.

. To develop an organisation s strategic planning capability so its TOM (informing

strategic, pro ect and business plans) can be regularly reviewed to ensure they

continue to be aligned and support the organisation s strategy and direction.
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esearch published in the arvard usiness eview ( ) in  resonates with my 

e periences of the challenges and opportunities my clients regularly face.

 a -l   t  l t  

a  l t  th   a ha    th  t   th  att t  

that t t h  l a   -l a  

  th  a   a  ll

 To Lead. Create A Shared Vision. 

Harvard Business Review 2009 

“
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The  research I reference was validated through nearly  million responses. elow I have 

listed a few summary findings as well as my personal notes alongside for good measure. ll 

the findings apply to TOM design.

• .
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This research really connected with what I have personally observed. hen I canvass 

for feedbac  during change initiatives, common themes of similar nature surfaced 

repetitively. I found that people wanted to understand

• hat the vision would achieve

• ow their leadership got to the vision

• hy the vision initiative was important

• ow and where they fitted in the vision

They wanted to connect with the vision on a personal level  to see a reflection of 

themselves within the vision. They also wanted to wal  beside the leadership while the goals 

and vision were being shaped. ithout e ception, the only visions that I have seen ta e hold 

and deliver meaningful results are visions that were shared visions  and these can only be 

created when the wider population are listened to very, very closely. 

It is worth re emphasising that the above learn really does apply to TOM design.



There is currently a good deal of mar et debate around the merits of embedding specific 

characteristics to future proof TOM performance (i.e. lean, agile, customer centric et al). 

rom e perience, the following advice is worth sharing

1. hen TOM design fully incorporates the corporate vision and intent, the sought after

organisational characteristics tend to naturally surface in the TOM design  so long as the

sought after characteristics are clearly described and unpac ed within the strategic

messaging (see ig.  below)  and

. It s more effective to articulate a clear picture of the future state with clear meaningful

outcomes, before switching to the activity detail. Translated, this means clearly

understand where you re heading before commencing the detailed design and planning.
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To enable people and teams to ma e effective design decisions, it is critical that Outcomes  

are described in a meaningful plain language way  articulating what success loo s and feels 

li e  and in rich detail so that everyone can clearly understand what he or she are building 

towards. The outcomes need to be articulated in very specific operational language that can 

be easily unpac ed and e plored by design and planning teams. 
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or ing on the adage, what gets measured gets done  as a starting point, I always conduct 

an enterprise wide audit of the metrics that the business currently uses. The metrics gathered 

then undergo a thorough assessment to understand whether they are applicable in the future 

state (fit for purpose), understand where the gaps are, as well as understand what changes 

might need to be made. This e ercise is a good starting point when developing and honing 

the outcome based thin ing  re uired for TOM design. 

To illustrate with a practical 

, the success of 

the ccounts ayable function 

depends on a handful of metrics 

such as on time payments, cost 

of processing, improving  

days, discounts capture, dynamic 

discounting and vendor consolidation 

to name a few e amples. This level of granular operational understanding is 

re uired on an enterprise wide scale. The insight gained informs the outcome

based planning process and eventual articulation of the critical Outcomes  

re uired to deliver a successful and sustainable TOM transformation.

The outcome based thin ing should ideally also include structural elements that inform TOM 

design. To illustrate with an  it is immensely helpful to understand how IT will 

structurally connect with and support the business going forward  and why. ey structural 

design uestions such as will the igital and Technology Transformation be moving to eneric 

latforms  nderstanding what a generic platform means from a design, build and operate 

perspective is really important. nderstanding whether this thin ing translates to modernising 

the technology and data estate, moving away from old applications and systems to new 

integrated systems, understanding if this means increased data integration and online data 

collection, and understanding how this leads to a more modern mobile wor force and other 

associated benefits are critical for the TOM transformations success.
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Those of you who are e perienced with digital transformation understand that the 

c stomer o rney  o eratin  model  and oin  di ital  share a common re uirement. 

They all re uire you to understand how the people operate in the real world.

igitalisation is fundamentally about eo le ...

etting your people, culture and the organisation mindset fully engaged and embracing the 

new digital way of wor ing and thin ing are critical for a successful digital transformation.

nderstanding the difference digital ma es to peoples lives and being able to visualise and 

articulate the e perience in a way that design teams can unpac , increases the li elihood of 

building a digital e perience the end user needs  and when they need it.

ample techni ues I regularly use to visualise what digital loo s and feels li e include 

strategic narrative, story boarding and scenario visualisation. These techni ues are e tremely 

collaborative in nature and enable technical and non technical sta eholders to engage in the 

design debate to co create a better future together.

1
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s mentioned previously, a central principle of cybernetics states that in order to control a 

system you first have to accurately model how it wor s. ecause organisations are comple  

interconnected systems, this principle e ually applies to TOM design as well.

Over time I have collected many scars 

in the pursuit of an effective and 

accessible (collaborative) way to 

accurately model organisational 

behaviour for TOM design.

Through repetition and applying the 

learns, I have developed a visualisation

approach that allows groups and individuals to collaboratively model the organisation in 

a whole system way. One of the techni ues that I use involves visualising the 

organisations ecision alue hain ( ).  twist on orters alue hain thin ing, 

the ll hange  visualisation approach enables people and teams to 

collaboratively e plore, map and model how their organisation ma es decisions. 

The insight gained from this e ercise then informs TOM design.  is ust 

one of a toolset of techni ues that I use to model in an interconnected whole

system way. reative techni ues such as corporate story (a a strategic 

narrative) and visual thin ing are other approaches used that when combined produce a 

dynamic shared model of an organisation future state that is universally understood (see 

ig.  below).
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eople accept ideas more readily when their minds are in ‘story mode’, rather than 

‘analytical mode’. The viral mar eting of ideas depends first and foremost on stories  for 

an idea to pass from one person to another it must be contained in something that can be 

easily transmitted, ust as a disease will spread to a human population via a highly 

contagious virus.  good story is precisely that ind of container.

rom e tensive e perience, I have 

found the process of developing a 

strategic narrative the most effective 

way to get a group of senior 

leaders wor ing on the same page. 

The story creation process provides 

an element of group therapy, 

providing space and uality airtime

for the senior leadership to wor  through conflicting perspectives  that otherwise 

might never have been addressed bac  at wor .

I have found strategic narrative a priceless tool for TOM design. It addresses a range of 

critical elements that need to be tac led when developing a TOM. or brevity reasons I will 

list the top three benefits gained from a strategic narrative

The strategic narrative is a powerful 

mechanism to generate a shared senior 

leadership consensus view of the future 

state. aining an on message senior team 

always accelerates follow on TOM design 

because everyone is wor ing on the same 

page with a clear agreed mandate to 

proceed.

The strategic narrative places a practical 

container on the strategic intent. roviding 

clear and meaningful terms of reference wired 

to inform follow on TOM visualisation, design, planning and implementation. 

The strategic narrative is capable of articulating the new strategic direction to the wider 

organisation and ey e ternal sta eholder audiences in an accessible, user friendly and 
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richly meaningful way  connecting the head and heart to the new initiative in e ual measure 

providing a clear north star  for everyone to align behind (see ig  on previous page).

To ensure oversight and consistent best practice is applied, a common approach to 

governance, communications and team ways of wor  needs to be agreed. This includes 

ensuring the right controls are in place  as well as producing TOM guidance and instructional 

materials that are both accessible and user friendly. or e ample, to avoid teams going 

native, I ensure that all TOM design documents include relevant strategic messaging 

alongside an instructional how to guide and glossary at the front of every document. 

To ensure the corporate vision 

and strategic intent is central to 

all design, planning, build and 

implementation activity I 

simultaneously utilise three 

transformation tools. The tools 

provide a practical bridge 

between strategy and 

e ecution and include

1.   production of a corporate story wired to engage the

organisation as well as inform design, build and delivery of the ourney of change.

This is also a ey mechanism that gains a mandated leadership consensus on the

future direction (see ig  overleaf).

.   produced to e plicitly connect strategic intent to pro ect

delivery. This ensures intent is front and centre of all design and delivery activity.

.   production of a multi dimensional future state model of the

organisation, utilising collaborative visualisation techni ues with an emphasis on

simplification through visual design.

longside the transformation tools, there is a need to provide focused oversight to ensure 

decision ma ing aligns with the business direction and strategic imperatives ob ectives. To 

ensure the appropriate oversight is in place with all transformation activity oined up and 
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aligned to strategic intent, I advise that a special in ing ole  is put in place. This role 

typically ta es on a TOM irector or Manager title with the responsibility of providing focused 

support to both the ecutive ponsor and rogramme irector, ensuring all design, planning 

and delivery is fully aligned to the vision and strategic intent. The following governance model 

illustrates how this approach wor s (see ig.  below).
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The use of visual thin ing is an effective way to resolve comple ity and confusion in groups 

that arise from inade uate or conflicting mental models. This is crucial when the models 

involve our ideas of how wor  gets done, how teams co operate, how decisions are made, 

how people organise and learn.

Much of our understanding of systems and how things wor  together is represented through 

visual imagery  this capability is e tremely valuable when collaboratively designing and 

building a i evel TOM.  large amount of time in meetings is spent wor ing out these 

differences. sing visual thin ing techni ues accelerate the process of getting the upfront 

design thin ing right, and in a highly collaborative, inclusive and efficient way.

TOM development is more effective when a 

broad base of the right  people is involved 

in the design and planning of the TOM. 

Involving ey sta eholders who have a clear 

sight of the business reality will test thin ing 

more robustly and will in turn connect TOM 

design to the organisations  reality. This 

approach presents the added advantage of 

providing deeper meaning and what I call 

recognition factor  to your people. emoving 

abstract, ambiguity and misunderstanding 

with the ey sta eholder audiences. y involving ey delivery owners in the 

early TOM development phase will also increase ownership, buy in and accountability 

when TOM implementation commences. In short, by getting the right people involved 

at an early stage means the owners wor  harder at removing the barriers (see ig.  

above).

https://youtu.be/BQLkmRMN6p4
http://www.allchange.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/2017/05/AllChange_Storyboard-Aide-Memoire.pdf
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hen there are varying interpretations or words lac  meaning (i.e. are too abstract or 

ambiguous) this can create confusion and misunderstanding. In a TOM development conte t, 

this lac  of shared meaning and understanding often leads to the significant ris  of failure 

because design decisions are often based on biased (inaccurate) thin ing. onversely, when 

people and teams are wor ing on the same page and clearly understand the language used, 

the tas  in hand and their role (i.e. where they fit), this leads to profoundly positive action.

s mentioned previously, many hundreds of design decisions need to be made to ma e an 

organisation function. These decisions, the detailed TOM decisions are better made when there 

is a i evel TOM available. ecause organisations are dynamic multifaceted systems the TOM 

should incorporate multi dimensional information that accurately models how it wor s  and in 

an interconnected whole system way. The TOM should be capable of informing roadmap 

production for business and pro ect teams. lso, the TOM needs to be simple in construct acting 

as a generic transformation asset, and one of the ey transformation tools that provide 

directional instruction and guidance to people and teams whilst on the ourney of change.

hether you are in the middle of your TOM transformation or about to commence your ourney 

of change, the best advice that I can share is to remind you that organisations are 

fundamentally about people. nd the best uestion I encourage you to as  is

    a t at  a ta t at  l

that at  h      a   th  t  

- that t ta t  all l t  h   l

at   th  al l  

“
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 is Founder and Managing Partner of AllChange 

trategic onsulting. e specialises in helping leaders, 

teams and organisations operate differently by thin ing 

and e ecuting different. This includes helping to ma e 

sense of comple ity and change utilising techni ues that 

produce meaning and clarity of understanding such as 

strategic narrative (corporate story) and visual language.
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Ian operates across all sectors with e tensive e perience in enabling the usiness and IT 

community to collaboratively build a better future together. is core e pertise includes helping 

to visualise what going digital loo s and feels li e, mapping the customer ourney as a 

mechanism to support transformation and target operating model design that uni uely 

incorporates how the organisation actually does business, reflecting how the people operate in 

the real world.

Throughout his career, Ian has successfully ta en three start up ventures to mar et, he has 

also wor ed in industry to board level in etail  eisure operations  having earned a 

reputation for successfully turning around distressed businesses cost neutrally.

 is a different ind of strategic change consultancy. It provides strategic business 

consulting and integrated transformation products to clients around the world. It creates value 

for clients by successfully bringing strategy to life in a way that connects with people s heads, 

hearts and hands. It specialises in strategy visualisation and applies highly creative and 

innovative techni ues to help clients address their business planning needs and deliver 

practical transformation outcomes with real results.
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https://www.facebook.com/pages/Allchange-Strategic-Consulting/169159206577713
https://plus.google.com/104317242475975376066
https://twitter.com/ViralStrategy
http://youtu.be/39XSIzLuzKg
https://plus.google.com/104317242475975376066
https://twitter.com/ViralStrategy
https://youtu.be/39XSIzLuzKg



